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Pyrolyse based energy systems for waste treatment and energy production

Pyrolyse is a way to handle waste from city dump and
industries and other useable materials to convert it to
valuables and to reduce volumes. If a city dump want no
land fill this can be a solution that reduce volumes and
also change them to valuables. It works for many
industrial waste materials as well as the difficult car tyres.
It can alos use biomass whatever sort and convert to
money.
All materials are putted into a furnace and heated with no
oxygen so materials inside crack up to other molecules.
Depending on what we add in the furnace output can be
burnable gases that can be used as kitchen or city gas or
converted to electricity by a micro turbine or piston based
gas motor. This have a good income. Then we also make carbon powder that is a good fuel in many applications and
have a good value. We can also in some cases get tar and oil mixes. Biomas gives wood vinegar in some cases that
his a good fertiliser.
Key area we look at is city dump waste where this solution makes nom need for landfill as we use material and sell
remaining. The systems we offer with our partners are to some extent customer designed as we must adapt for what
materials we process, For city dump materials and biomas we have a 2 ton / hour system and a 10 ton / hour system.
The solutions are available as the complete process lin e ready to use after installation. What is needed is a building
adapted for the climate and local parameters.
If we make electricity we also have waste heat from cooling of turbine / engine and we have ways to use this to add
more value to the installation.
Below we see principal layout of first part with preprocessing and cleaning of raw material
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Step 2 is the
carbonising furnace
and equipment
around all needed to
split upp all
molecules in a
correct way.
Pyrolysis finances
are a 2 section
device here.
Solids are separated
into buckets and
silos for storage and
handling.
Gas from the
process is used to
heat system but at
start up separate gas
or power is needed.
After this process is
continuous.

Step 3 above is cleaning and filtering system with coolers to cool down gases as they are up to 400C after
furnaces and pyrolyse process.

Images of a 10 ton / hour system in operation. General views over the area and equipment used. Here
climate accepts an outdoor installation but we can add a building to protect and get all more nice to see.
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This is general photos of one installation only. It shows this is a lot of things and we deliver all as a complete solution.
Producer will come and install the system at site and start all up and educate staff.
The 10 ton / hour system can consume up to 240 Tons / day all time. Over a year this can be up to over 85000 tons of
waste per year. Here all land fill is reduced to a few % only in volume.
Metals and glass etc. are sorted out before the process starts. This is in some cases a valuable to sell. Cement ,
ceramics and etc. is landfill or better used in road construction works.
Out put produces gas depends on raw material so this needs a further analyse to say something. Same about
charcoal and oils and tar that can have a good value.

* Optional applications for pyrolyse systems.
If adjusted the pyrolyse system can consume and
process car rubber tires and strip plastic and
rubber cables from metal in a recycle process.
In some ways pyrolyse is distillation and low
temperature gases can be evaporated and
spared and used later.
Biomass systems are attractive with raw
materials as coco nut shells . harvest shells.
Caffe bean shells and wood remaining from
sawmills. All that can burn can in principle be
used as raw material. One interning application
is sewage from sewage water where many
chemicals are destroyed in the process.
Penicillin and medical waste is here
disintegrated totally.
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